
 

Completion of a Care Team RAG Status Report 

 

 

To discuss the implementation of your Care Team please contact the Provincial Mentor, Clive 
Hitchen, pgme@berkspgl.org.uk or Provincial Almoner Sean Kulan, pga@berkspgl.org.uk 

 

How to complete the RAG report 

All members of the Lodge and the widows are discussed to identify any issues or concerns raised 

that the Care Team should be aware of. A RAG status is then agreed for each member and widow 

and actions agreed if the RAG status is identified as Red. Details of any concerns and actions agreed 

and who will take the Action to be entered in the report. 

RAG Status 

Green: Happy, no issues to report, no action required 

Amber: Concern/unhappy, some concerns expressed but no action required 

Red: Brother at risk of loss, critical Issues or concerns identified and action to be taken by Care Team 

Reports 

Almoner: Is aware of Lodge widows and member’s health and welfare, change of habits none dining 

or socialising in the bar etc. 

Secretary: Quite often the first point of contact, response to communications summonses and 

minutes. Monitors non-attendance, resignations, and cessations of members, exclusion and deaths. 

Treasurer: Is in a position to identify different behaviour such as non or late payment of fees or 

other financial issues affecting members. 

Lodge Mentor: Engages with members, personal mentors and proposers/seconders and is able to 

identify at an early stages of any difficulties. Is aware of current personal development of members. 

Worshipful Master: Rules and directs the Lodge, should see how we care for one another and how 

things operate outside of Lodge ritual and can also give any feedback from LOI Preceptor and DC. 

Light Blues Representative: Highlights any concerns or feedback on issues from a Light Blues 

perspective. 

Reporting to the Lodge 

The Care Team should report to the Lodge or Lodge GP Committee that it met and when, and that it 

attended to issues of health, welfare, and wellbeing of all members and widows, so that can be 

recorded in the Lodge or GP Committee minutes.  
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